Main idea: Design is key to successful eLearning. Design for Look, Feel, Intuitive Use.

Myth = They’re Separate

Art
Science

DIY Design

Savage: Aristotelian story arc is similar to scientific method played out.

How to easily create your own design assets

THE BRAIN & LEARNING DESIGN

My notes on Art Kohn’s presentation on learning & brain science

THE BRAIN & LEARNING DESIGN

My notes on Michael Sheshaye’s presentation on using Storyline for comics

Main idea: Use Storyline to create comic panel format for interactive storytelling

Motion Comics Interactions with Storyline

Example App: Task Rabbit

Main idea: Constant connectivity and access to data will shape how we learn & process information

Example App: SickWeather

Highlights

IBM’s Badge Story

Zip folder - Open Digital Badges

All available Dev Learn presentations

Sticky Interactive Infographics

Johnny Hamilton’s slides on Sticky Infographics

Live example of sticky infographic